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Tissue Strain Reorganizes
Collagen With a Switchlike
Response That Regulates
Neuronal Extracellular SignalRegulated Kinase
Phosphorylation In Vitro:
Implications for Ligamentous
Injury and Mechanotransduction
Excessive loading of ligaments can activate the neural afferents that innervate the collagenous tissue, leading to a host of pathologies including pain. An integrated experimental
and modeling approach was used to define the responses of neurons and the surrounding
collagen fibers to the ligamentous matrix loading and to begin to understand how macroscopic deformation is translated to neuronal loading and signaling. A neuron-collagen
construct (NCC) developed to mimic innervation of collagenous tissue underwent tension
to strains simulating nonpainful (8%) or painful ligament loading (16%). Both neuronal
phosphorylation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), which is related to neuroplasticity (R2  0.041; p  0.0171) and neuronal aspect ratio (AR) (R2  0.250;
p < 0.0001), were significantly correlated with tissue-level strains. As NCC strains
increased during a slowly applied loading (1%/s), a “switchlike” fiber realignment
response was detected with collagen reorganization occurring only above a transition
point of 11.3% strain. A finite-element based discrete fiber network (DFN) model predicted that at bulk strains above the transition point, heterogeneous fiber strains were
both tensile and compressive and increased, with strains in some fibers along the loading
direction exceeding the applied bulk strain. The transition point identified for changes in
collagen fiber realignment was consistent with the measured strain threshold (11.7%
with a 95% confidence interval of 10.2–13.4%) for elevating ERK phosphorylation after
loading. As with collagen fiber realignment, the greatest degree of neuronal reorientation
toward the loading direction was observed at the NCC distraction corresponding to painful loading. Because activation of neuronal ERK occurred only at strains that produced
evident collagen fiber realignment, findings suggest that tissue strain-induced changes in
the micromechanical environment, especially altered local collagen fiber kinematics,
may be associated with mechanotransduction signaling in neurons.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4031975]
Keywords: ligament, pain, mechanotransduction, collagen, biomechanics, discrete fiber
network model

Introduction
Although ligaments function to primarily stabilize joints, they
are increasingly recognized as sensory organs due to their afferent
innervation, providing both mechanoreceptive and nociceptive
feedback [1–4]. The mechanical and neurological functions of
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ligaments can produce a variety of musculoskeletal pathologies
[5]. For example, neck pain, a common musculoskeletal disorder,
can originate from spinal ligaments [6]. In particular, the facet
capsular ligament (FCL) that encloses the spinal facet joints is a
common source of pain due to neck trauma [7–9]. Biomechanical
and neurophysiological studies in animal models have shown
that excessive FCL loading that produces nonphysiologic
strains also induces damage to the collagen network and axons of
innervating neurons, persistent afferent firing, spinal neuronal hypersensitivity, and altered neurotransmitter expression, as well as pain
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[7,10–18]. Although injurious ligament loading is known to activate
nociceptors for pain signaling, the local biomechanical mechanisms
by which neurons are injured, their biomechanical vulnerability, and
the resulting physiological dysfunction are still poorly understood.
Cells respond to changes in the mechanical microenvironment
via adhesive interactions with the extracellular matrix (ECM)
[19,20]. Since neurons embedded in a collagen matrix have passive mechanical roles due to their lack of contractility and high
compliance compared to the surrounding matrix [21–23], they can
be loaded and oriented via collagen fiber deformation and realignment during tissue loading. Unlike direct mechanical insults to
nerves, excessive ligament stretch presents a more complex injury
modality involving both functional impairment of neurons and
disruption of the ECM. Studies using advanced imaging techniques and computational modeling have reported that collagen
fibers realign and generate fiber forces to accommodate macroscopic deformation in ligaments and artificial collagen networks
[24–26]. We have shown previously that subfailure FCL loading
exceeding physiologic strains produces microstructural injury and
collagen disorganization in human FCLs [16,27,28], which
presents a mechanism by which external tissue loading may be
transmitted to neurons and induce mechanotransduction. Since the
ligament can undergo varied strain magnitudes and strain rates
during injury [29,30] and since strain rate modulates ligament tension [5,31], collagen reorganization in cyclic loading [32], and
cell viability and permeability [33,34], both strain magnitude and
rate are hypothesized to regulate the micromechanical environment of the neurons embedded in the ligament and, thereby, modulate their responses during tissue loading. However, no study has
defined the relationships between tissue-level mechanics, collagen
micromechanics, and neuronal responses under different loading
conditions for ligament systems with embedded neurons.
Many types of neurons respond differently to varied mechanical
stimuli and are sensitive to touch, proprioception, and/or pain
[35]. Deformation of neuronal membranes activates mechanosensitive ion channels and cell surface receptors, which transform
any applied mechanical stress into electrical signals and modulate
expression of a host of molecules involved in a wide range of cellular functions [35–38]. Activation of the ERK pathway by phosphorylation can be induced by cellular deformation [39–41].
Further, fast phosphorylation of ERK after mechanical stimuli has
been hypothesized to mediate neuronal plasticity and to increase
neuronal excitability by modulating the gating properties of specific sodium channels [42–44]. As such, expression of phosphorylated ERK (pERK) has been used as an indicator of neuronal
activation in both the peripheral and central nervous systems
[43–46]. Investigating neuronal deformation and activation due to
external tissue loading is often confounded by complex mechanics
of fibers in the ECM. To understand how fiber motion and deformation regulate neuronal responses under tissue loading, changes
in the local collagen network and neuronal activity, such as ERK
phosphorylation, need to be measured simultaneously.
Ligament injury is commonly studied using ex vivo tissue testing and animal models. Although mechanical testing of isolated
ligaments enables evaluation of tissue mechanics across different
length scales, measurement of physiological cellular responses is
challenging. In addition, it is difficult to measure collagen fiber
and network biomechanics during ligament loading in vivo.
Although we and others have integrated quantitative polarized
light imaging (QPLI) techniques with mechanical testing to define
collagen fiber kinematics in real time during tensile loading of isolated ligaments and cell-compacted collagen-based gels
[24,25,47,48], those approaches are unable to measure microscopic fiber stresses and strains. Computational models, such as
finite-element based two-dimensional (2D) DFN models, have
been developed to systematically examine the large parameter
space of properties of a fibrous matrix with cells embedded in it
and to predict collagen fiber stretch at different bulk tissue strains
[26,49–52]. In particular, the DFN model has been used to predict
heterogeneous fiber deformations and realignment due to cell
021013-2 / Vol. 138, FEBRUARY 2016

contraction that leads to force transmission in randomly organized
networks [49], providing a platform to estimate microscopic fiber
mechanics. In order to measure both local collagen mechanics and
neuronal responses and to evaluate their relationships, combined
experimental and modeling approach is needed.
The aim of this study was to define how macroscopic tissue
deformations modulate neuronal responses via regulation of
microstructural collagen mechanics, using complementary experimental and computational methods. In the first study, we developed a three-dimensional (3D) in vitro NCC system that mimics
the innervation of ligaments in order to enable the measurement
of macro- and microscale tissue mechanics, matrix reorganization,
and neuronal responses. Separate groups of NCCs were distracted
to displacement magnitudes simulating FCL strains that are associated with either nonpainful (8% strain) or painful (16% strain)
states in vivo [10,28,53] at rates of 0.5 mm/s (1%/s) and 3.5 mm/s
(7%/s), which simulate physiologic loading conditions across sevenfold difference in strain rate [54,55]. Expression of pERK in
neurons, neuron shape and orientation, and collagen fiber realignment after NCC loading was each evaluated to test the effects of
strain magnitude and loading rate on the neuronal responses and
collagen reorganization. Logistic regression was used to determine if a strain threshold for neuronal activation exists between
the physiologic and nonphysiologic mechanical loading regimes
and if that transition relates to collagen reorganization. In addition, a DFN model was created using the collagen fiber density,
length, and orientation distributions of the NCCs, and that model
was validated by comparing the predicted fiber reorientation to
that measured experimentally. We then used that DFN model to
predict fiber strains in order to begin to understand the local biomechanical mechanisms by which neurons are loaded and respond
to nonphysiologic tissue deformations.

Materials and Methods
Neuronal Culture and NCC System. All animal procedures
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Pennsylvania. Cortical neurons were isolated from embryonic day 18 Sprague-Dawley rats as described
previously [56]. Briefly, timed pregnant rats were anesthetized
with 5% CO2 and terminated by cervical dislocation. Embryos
were surgically removed and the neocortical tissue was dissected,
dissociated in trypsin (1.4 mg/ml; Life Technologies, Frederick,
MD) and DNase (0.6 mg/ml; Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) for 15 min at 37  C and underwent trituration and filtration
through Nitex mesh (Crosswire Cloth Bellmawr, NJ). Isolated
cells were resuspended in plating medium containing Minimum
Essential Media with Earle’s salts (Life Technologies, Frederick,
MD) and GlutaMAX (Life Technologies, Frederick, MD) supplemented with 0.6% D-glucose (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 1%
Pen-Strep (Life Technologies, Frederick, MD), and 10% horse
serum (Life Technologies, Frederick, MD), and plated on poly-Dlysine (0.08 mg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and laminincoated (0.001 mg/ml; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) T75 flasks.
A collagen solution was prepared using rat tail collagen I
(2 mg/ml; Corning Inc., Corning, NY) and cast in a dog-bone
shaped Teflon mold for gelation at 37  C overnight [48]. The dogbone shaped construct is 62.5 mm long, 23.5 mm wide, and 3 mm
thick with the middle narrow section being 31.5 mm long and
7.5 mm wide. Neurons were then replated onto the prepared collagen gels at a density of 107 cells/ml (4500 cells/mm2) and were
allowed to grow in the feeding medium containing Neurobasal
Media (Life Technologies, Frederick, MD) supplemented with
2% B-27 (Life Technologies, Frederick, MD), 0.2% GlutaMAX,
and 1% Pen-Strep for 2 days in vitro (DIV) in a humidified 37  C
5% CO2 incubator. Additional collagen solution was added on
DIV 4 to encapsulate the neurons in the NCC construct.
Mechanical Testing and Data Acquisition. On DIV 8, NCCs
were distracted at 0.5 mm/s or 3.5 mm/s to displacements
Transactions of the ASME
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simulating nonpainful (4 mm; n ¼ 8 for 0.5 mm/s, n ¼ 7 for
3.5 mm/s) and painful (8 mm; n ¼ 9 each of 0.5 mm/s or 3.5 mm/s)
FCL loading in vivo [10,28,53]; unloaded constructs (n ¼ 5) were
also included as controls for neuronal shape and ERK phosphorylation in the unloaded resting configuration. NCCs were immersed
in a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-filled chamber and loaded
by an Instron 5865 (Instron, Norwood, MA) that is integrated with
a QPLI system (Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). Fiber alignment maps were
acquired from the NCCs before, during, and after loading using
the QPLI system as described previously [16,25]. The QPLI system is made up of a fiber-optic illuminator (Dolan-Jenner Industries Inc., Boxborough, MA), a linear polarizer (Edmund Optics,
Barrington, NJ) that rotates at 750 rpm, and a customized circular
analyzer attached to a high-speed camera (Phantom-v9.1; Vision
Research Inc, Wayne, NJ) (Fig. 1(a)). The birefringent NCC sample was placed between the rotating polarizer and the circular analyzer (Fig. 1(a)). Images were collected at 500 fps with a
resolution of 14.5 pixel/mm and pixelwise fiber alignment maps
were created in MATLAB (R2014a, MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA)
based on a harmonic equation using every 20 consecutive images
[24,27]. Circular variance, a measure of the spread of dihedral
angles with a lower value representing tighter clustering [57,58],
was used to quantify the fiber alignment before, during and after
loading for each NCC. The circular variances measured at the
maximum displacement for each loading condition and each NCC
were normalized to the unloaded reference level, which was measured before application of load, in order to assess the degree of
fiber realignment.

Fig. 1 Representative images of the experimental test setup
demonstrating (a) the mechanical testing system integrated
with the elements of the QPLI system, (b) an NCC in an
unloaded reference state and at 8 mm of distraction, (c) the corresponding force–displacement response, and (d) strain map
showing both the magnitude and directions of MPS at 8 mm
displacement. (e) A schematic overview showing the DFN
model as constructed using the confocal images of collagen in
elements of the unloaded control NCCs, as well as the boundary conditions simulating experimental conditions for the
NCCs.
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The force and displacement data collected during loading
(Fig. 1(c)) were used to ensure that no failure occurred and to
determine the maximum stiffness and the maximum force during
NCC loading. Stiffness was calculated by differentiating the
force–displacement data using a centered finite-difference approximation as described previously [27], at 0.5 mm displacement
increments throughout loading. In addition, each NCC had a grid
of fiducial markers on it, which were used to track regional deformations and to estimate strains in ten four-node elements on each
gel surface (Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)). Marker displacements were
recorded during loading and processed in MATLAB to construct a
finite-element mesh in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology
Corp., Livermore, CA), which was used to estimate maximum
principal strain (MPS) maps (Fig. 1(d)) [59,60]. Bulk strain was
defined as the overall MPS across the entire gel and was measured
by tracking the four markers in the corners of the marker grid and
using them to create a single four-node element for each NCC.
The MPS estimated in each of the ten four-node elements of each
gel was also calculated as the elemental strain; elemental strains
were used to relate local/regional strains to neuronal responses. At
the limit of the applied distraction (either 4 mm or 8 mm depending on the group), the NCCs were held fixed using customized
lockable clamps (Fig. 1(a)); together, the clamps and sample were
removed from the mechanical test frame and fixed for immunocytochemistry processing, in order to measure neuron deformation
and orientation. All NCCs were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 2 hrs at room temperature and
stored in 30% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS at
4  C.
Immunocytochemistry and Analysis of Neuronal pERK
Expression, Shape, and Orientation. Fixed NCCs were blocked
using 10% normal goat serum (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA) with 0.3% Triton-X100 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA) in PBS for 2 hrs and treated with rabbit anti-pERK antibody
(1:200; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) and chicken
anti-bIII-tubulin antibody (1:200; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) for
36 hrs at 4  C to label pERK and neurons, respectively. NCCs
were then washed with PBS and incubated for 2 hrs in the secondary antibodies goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 568 (1:1000; Life
Technologies, Frederick, MD) for pERK and goat anti-chicken
Alexa Fluor 488 (1:1000; Life Technologies, Frederick, MD) for
bIII-tubulin. Three images of each element of each NCC (Fig. 1)
were taken using the 40 objective of a Zeiss LSM510 confocal
microscope (1024  1024 pixels; Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood,
NY). Automated densitometry quantified labeling of total pERK
in each image by measuring the percent of positively labeled pixels as described previously [61,62]. Expression of pERK was
averaged across images from each element of each NCC sample
to define the elemental pERK production in that element.
The elemental pERK expression in loaded gels was normalized
to that of the matching control NCCs that were similarly immunolabeled in order to account for any differences between processing. The mean normalized pERK expression of each loading
group was calculated by averaging the values across all elements
from all NCCs within each group. Neuronal structure was also
measured using the confocal images. The cellular aspect ration
(AR) and cell orientation were measured by an assessor blinded to
groups in 30 representative cells sampled throughout each NCC
(3 cell/ element) using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Cellular AR was defined as the ratio between the
cell’s long- and short-axes; cell orientation was defined as the
angle difference between the long-axis of the neuron and the
applied loading direction. To account for differences in the initial
cell shape and orientation between NCCs, phase contrast images
of neurons were taken prior to mechanical loading to serve as
unloaded references and the mean AR from 30 representative cells
was computed for each NCC before loading. Normalized AR after
loading was defined as the AR measured in the confocal image
FEBRUARY 2016, Vol. 138 / 021013-3
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divided by the mean AR from the unloaded NCC and was averaged within each element. Orientation angles were only measured
in noncircular cells exhibiting identifiable long-axes among the 30
selected cells from each NCC.
Data and Statistical Analyses. All statistical tests were performed in JMP (version 11, SAS Institute, Cary, NC), with significance at p < 0.05. Differences in the maximum force and
stiffness, pERK expression, normalized circular variance, and cell
orientation angles between different groups were evaluated using
separate two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with distraction
magnitude and rate as the two factors. If significant differences
were detected due to the interaction effect of strain magnitude and
rate, post-hoc Tukey honestly significant difference tests were
performed.
The relationships between elemental MPS and each of normalized pERK expression and normalized AR were tested by correlation analysis using linear regression models for each distraction
rate separately. The relationship between elemental MPS and collagen fiber realignment was also examined using a linear regression model. Each of the mean circular variance and the mean
MPS was computed separately at the 0.5 mm displacement increments during loading and the circular variance was plotted against
the MPS. The correlation between the circular variance and MPS
was tested using a two-phase linear regression model, which also
estimated the transition point between the two phases [63–65].
The significance of each of the regressions was evaluated using Ftests.
Strain thresholds for increasing ERK phosphorylation were estimated using logistic regressions [66,67]. Normalized pERK
expression was binarized based on if the ERK phosphorylation
was increased due to loading; if the normalized pERK expression
in an element was greater than 1 immediately after loading, ERK
phosphorylation in that element was considered to be higher than
the unloaded control level. Unloaded controls were included and
the pERK expression was taken as 0. Binarized pERK expression
was plotted against elemental MPS and fitted using logistic regressions. The 50th- and 95th-percentile MPS with 95% confidence
intervals for elevated ERK phosphorylation were determined for,
and compared between, groups with different loading rates.
DFN Modeling and Collagen Fiber Mechanics. An imagebased DFN model was constructed based on the NCC structure to
measure collagen micromechanics. To measure the average
microstructure of the collagen network in the NCCs, four
unloaded control gels were immunolabeled for collagen I using a
mouse anticollagen I antibody (1:400; Abcam) and a secondary
goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 antibody (1:1000; Invitrogen);
NCCs were imaged using confocal microscopy as described
above. The average collagen fiber density and length measured
from confocal images of those four control NCCs were used as
network parameters to create a comparable fibrous network
(Fig. 1(e)) as described previously [49]. Fiber diameter, length,
and density were assumed to be 250 nm [49], 28.7 lm, and 9621
fibers/mm2, respectively. The initial fiber orientation distribution
was assigned to be uniform, because the NCCs were created with
random fiber organization. Collagen fibers were treated as linear
elastic materials with rigid crosslinks and modeled using shear
flexible Timoshenko beam elements in ABAQUS [49]. Each fiber
section between two crosslinks was meshed into four elements
based on prior convergence studies with this DFN model [49].
Uniaxial tension was applied to the network model with the same
boundary conditions as in the NCC experiment (Fig. 1(e)). The
bottom of the network was held fixed and the top boundary edge
was distracted along the vertical direction, with the sides allowed
to undergo unconstrained movement. Fiber orientation and axial
strains were computed throughout the network before loading and
at bulk strains of 7% and 16%, which correspond to strain magnitudes that are either nonpainful or painful, respectively, in vivo
021013-4 / Vol. 138, FEBRUARY 2016

[10,28,53]. To quantify the changes in the fiber angle distribution
after stretch in the DFN model, the Chi-squared goodness-of-fit
approach was used to measure the deviation from the initial uniform fiber angle distribution, with a higher Chi-squared value
indicating a less uniform distribution [68].

Results
Both distraction magnitude and rate altered the maximum force
(p < 0.006) and maximum stiffness (p  0.0004) of the loaded
NCCs (Table 1). Not surprisingly, increasing the magnitude of distraction significantly increased both the bulk MPS (p < 0.0001) and
the mean elemental MPS (p < 0.0001) (Table 1). The strains in the
NCC were doubled for corresponding doubling of applied distraction, regardless of the loading rates used in this study (Table 1).
The amount of ERK phosphorylation increased with the extent
of loading (Table 1; Fig. 2) and was correlated with the local elemental MPS (Fig. 3). The amount of pERK normalized to control
levels was significantly elevated (p  0.002) in NCCs distracted to
8 mm compared to the levels expressed at 4 mm, for both of the
distraction rates (Fig. 2). However, pERK expression was not different between the two loading rates at either distraction magnitude (Fig. 2). Further, normalized pERK expression and elemental
MPS were correlated at both rates, with weak, but significant, correlations at both 0.5 mm/s (R ¼ 0.447; p < 0.0001) and 3.5 mm/s
(R ¼ 0.202; p ¼ 0.0171) (Fig. 3(a)). Of note, although weak, the
production of pERK was more strongly correlated with elemental
MPS under the slower loading rate (0.5 mm/s) than the faster rate
(3.5 mm/s) (Fig. 3(a)).
The strain thresholds for elevated ERK phosphorylation were
also similar between the two loading rates, with slightly higher
thresholds for slower loading (Fig. 3(b)). Logistic regression of
the binarized pERK expression against the elemental MPS predicted a 50th-percentile threshold of 11.7% (95% confidence interval: 10.2–13.4%) for 0.5 mm/s loading and a threshold of 10.2%
(95% confidence interval: 8.7–12.0%) for tensile loading applied at
3.5 mm/s (Fig. 3(b)). In addition, the 95th-percentile MPS for
increased pERK production was estimated at 24.9% (95% confidence interval: 21.6–30.1%) at 0.5 mm/s and 23.7% (95% confidence
interval: 20.3–29.6%) at 3.5 mm/s. The logistic regressions were run
separately for each distraction rate and were significant (p < 0.0001).
Neuronal AR and orientation due to loading were also affected
by the loading parameters, but in different ways. For example, AR
increased with increasing elemental MPS, but the cell orientation
response during loading was different for the rate of loading
(Fig. 4). At the unloaded reference configuration, most neurons
were circular and there was no difference detected in cell shape
and orientation between any group. After loading, the normalized
AR displayed significant positive correlations with elemental
MPS at both 0.5 mm/s (R ¼ 0.500, p < 0.0001) and 3.5 mm/s
(R ¼ 0.742, p < 0.0001) rates (Fig. 4(a)). In addition, the cell orientation distribution responses (Fig. 4(b)) were significantly different (p ¼ 0.004) at the slower (0.5 mm/s) and faster (3.5 mm/s)
loading rates after NCC distraction. The long-axes of neurons in
NCCs loaded at 0.5 mm/s to 8 mm were more aligned with the
loading direction than those neurons in NCCs distracted to 8 mm
at 3.5 mm/s (Fig. 4(c)). Further, more neurons remained circular
with no identifiable long-axis in gels loaded only to 4 mm compared to neurons in gels loaded to 8 mm at the 0.5 mm/s, resulting
in a lower probability of aligning neurons toward the loading
direction at the nonpainful smaller distraction magnitude
(Fig. 4(c)).
More collagen fiber realignment was evident with increased
distraction magnitude and was greater for the slower loading rate.
In the unloaded reference configuration, the average collagen fiber
direction was approximately 0 deg (Fig. 5(a)), which was consistent with the initial random fiber orientation. With increased
imposed distraction, the collagen fiber realignment that was
observed in all groups was toward the loading direction, as indicated by the orientation vectors in the alignment maps (Fig. 5(a)).
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 Summary of mechanics, pERK production, and fiber alignment for NCCs
Maximum
Displacement
(mm)

Rate
(mm/s)

Specimen

Force
(mN)

Stiffness
(mN/mm)

Average
Bulk
MPS (%)

Elemental
MPS (%)

Normalized
pERK expression

Normalized
circular variance

4

0.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean
SD

21.6
16.7
18.6
27.4
7.8
3.2
6.5
13.7
14.4
7.7

5.7
6.7
8.2
12.7
5.8
4.2
2.9
5.8
6.5
2.8

7.88
7.74
8.53
7.54
6.04
9.60
8.55
7.79
7.96
0.96

8.55
8.79
9.60
7.49
6.22
9.76
8.98
7.82
8.40
1.10

0.75
0.90
0.91
0.96
0.72
1.14
0.75
1.03
0.90
0.14

NA
NA
NA
3.93
1.40
0.41
1.83
0.62
1.64
1.40

4

3.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Mean
SD

30.4
20.6
26.5
25.5
19.6
29.4
30.4
26.0
4.2

18.6
4.7
9.6
8.3
10.8
15.7
20.6
12.6
5.4

6.15
5.50
6.36
5.46
9.23
8.34
8.57
7.09
1.46

6.18
5.90
7.22
6.11
9.12
9.31
8.47
7.48
1.37

1.01
1.02
0.96
0.91
0.96
1.33
1.06
1.04
0.13

NA
NA
NA
NA
1.23
1.17
1.95
1.45
0.43

8

0.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean
SD

49.0
59.8
79.4
100.9
97.0
112.7
76.4
82.3
78.4
81.8a
19.9

12.0
11.5
21.7
23.9
22.7
29.6
32.4
21.9
24.3
22.2a
6.9

13.37
15.77
17.86
18.96
15.57
16.52
12.92
18.35
18.93
16.47a
2.27

12.44
15.75
18.12
19.50
15.47
16.48
14.21
18.95
19.11
16.67a
2.44

1.18
0.97
1.48
1.44
0.74
1.35
1.18
1.53
1.96
1.31a
0.35

NA
NA
NA
NA
98.5
259.7
36.5
56.2
155.0
121.2a
89.8

8

3.5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean
SD

123.5
95.1
121.5
73.5
168.6
79.4
135.2
104.9
96.0
110.8b,c
29.8

38.2
32.3
27.4
28.4
51.0
26.5
33.3
30.4
31.4
33.2b,c
7.5

15.13
16.06
13.86
12.12
14.23
15.43
17.18
17.84
17.21
15.45b
1.85

14.48
15.81
13.33
11.94
14.55
16.01
16.85
17.21
17.00
15.24b
1.81

1.21
1.14
1.21
1.36
1.21
1.09
1.04
1.12
2.84
1.36b
0.56

NA
NA
NA
NA
48.8
1.7
54.3
15.9
8.9
25.9c
24.0

a

Significant difference compared to the 4 mm, 0.5 mm/s group (p  0.009).
Significant difference compared to the 4 mm, 3.5 mm/s group (p  0.002).
c
Significant difference compared to the 8 mm, 0.5 mm/s group (p  0.040).
b

Tensile loading to 8 mm induced nonuniform fiber reorganization
across the entire NCC, with the most realignment evident along
the free boundaries where the lateral contraction was the greatest
(Fig. 5(a)). As with the orientation of neurons toward the loading
direction (Fig. 4(c)), the greatest degree of fiber realignment, indicated by a high normalized circular variance, was induced at
8 mm under slower applied tension (0.5 mm/s). The degree of fiber
realignment in NCCs distracted to 8 mm at slower rate was significantly greater (p  0.040) than the collagen fiber reorganization in
any of the other loading conditions (Fig. 5(b)).
The circular variance of fiber orientation exhibited a two-phase
response to increasing bulk strain, with little change initially at
small strains followed by a rapid increase with increasing strain
(Fig. 5(c)). A two-phase linear regression model identified a
switchlike transition between isotropic and anisotropic collagen
reorganization based on changes in the circular variance. That
modeling identified 11.3% strain as the transition point between
the two phases of fiber realignment (Fig. 5(c)), a strain value very
close to the 50th-percentile strain threshold (11.7%) identified for
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

elevated pERK production at this rate of applied tension
(Fig. 3(b)). At strains below that transition point, the average fiber
orientation angle of the isotropic collagen matrix remained near
0 deg (0.47 6 6.66 deg), with a small-to-negligible circular variance (0.001 6 0.001) (Fig. 5(c)). Beginning at a strain of
11.6 6 1.8%, the circular variance began to increase substantially,
rising to 0.122 6 0.056 at 16.8 6 2.2% strain (Fig. 5(c)). This over
100-fold increase in the circular variance induced by NCC loading
reflected a mean fiber realignment of 12.2 6 11.0 deg that was
averaged across all the NCCs (Figs. 5(a) and 5(c)). The distribution of fiber orientation angles displayed a tight cluster around
0 deg before loading was applied (at 0% strain) and a high degree
of dispersion, with peaks at 690 deg, after distraction to 16%
strain (Fig. 5(c)), which indicated a strong realignment in the
direction of loading with increased strain.
Fiber realignment predicted by the DFN model was consistent
with the experimental observations and also illustrated the switchlike response of fiber network reorganization (Figs. 5(c) and 6).
For small strains below the 11.3% transition point, such as 7%,
FEBRUARY 2016, Vol. 138 / 021013-5
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Fig. 2 ERK phosphorylation increases with increasing
imposed distraction magnitude. (a) Representative confocal
images showing neuronal structure labeled for bIII-tubulin
(blue), pERK expression (red), and their colocalization (pink)
demonstrate increased ERK phosphorylation at 8 mm than at
4 mm but with no difference for loading rate; the scale bar
applies to all panels. (b) Quantification of pERK expression in
loaded constructs normalized to unloaded controls indicates
significant increases in NCCs distracted to 8 mm compared to
4 mm at both the 0.5 mm/s (*p < 0.0001) and 3.5 mm/s
(#p 5 0.002) distraction rates.

fiber alignment remained similar to the initial distribution that was
uniform (Fig. 6(a)). However, at a larger strain of 16%, which
was greater than the transition point, there was preferable reorientation of fibers in the model toward the loading direction (Fig.
6(a)). The DFN model also predicted heterogeneous collagen fiber
strains, with fibers undergoing both tension and compression
(Figs. 6(b) and 6(c)). Most fibers underwent axial strains that were
less than the applied bulk strain. For example, at 16% bulk strain,
the majority of fibers underwent 5% to 10% strain (Fig. 6(c)).
As more collagen fibers realigned toward the loading direction
with increasing bulk strain, the distribution of the fiber axial
strains exhibited increased fiber counts and higher dispersion at
high fiber strains, with a few load-bearing fibers exhibiting axial
strains that were actually greater than the applied bulk strain
(Fig. 6).

Discussion
This study used integrated in vitro and computational models to
understand if, and how, tissue-level loading is related to neuronal
021013-6 / Vol. 138, FEBRUARY 2016

Fig. 3 Elemental pERK expression is positively related to elemental MPS. (a) Significant positive correlations exist between
normalized elemental pERK expression and elemental MPS at
both 0.5 mm/s (R2 5 0.200, *p < 0.0001) and 3.5 mm/s (R2 5 0.041,
#
p 5 0.0171) distraction rates. (b) pERK expression is significantly (p < 0.0001) regressed against elemental MPS at both distraction rates. Solid dots ( ) and open triangles (D) represent
samples in which elevated pERK expression was detected
(probability of 1) or not detected (probability of 0) at each strain
level for 0.5 mm/s and 3.5 mm/s, respectively. The predicted
50th-percentile thresholds for ERK phosphorylation are 11.7%
for 0.5 mm/s rate, 10.2% for 3.5 mm/s; the corresponding 95thpercentile thresholds are 24.9% and 23.7% at the 0.5 mm/s and
3.5 mm/s distraction rates, respectively.

deformation and signaling via changes in the micromechanics of
the collagen that surrounds afferents. Both the applied distraction
magnitude and rate of loading regulated the macro- and microscale NCC mechanics (Table 1; Fig. 5) and the resulting neuronal
responses (Figs. 2–4). In fact, neuronal expression of pERK and
neuronal AR both positively correlated with the local strains in
the surrounding collagen matrix at both distraction rates tested
(Figs. 2–4). Interestingly, the strain thresholds for increased ERK
phosphorylation and collagen fiber realignment were the same
(Figs. 3 and 5), suggesting that excessive local fiber motion may
have direct influence on neuronal responses, altering both the
loading to neurons and the induction of mechanotransduction
pathways, like ERK activation. As more collagen fibers reoriented
toward the loading direction with increasing bulk strain, those
fibers also underwent larger strains due to their elongation (Fig.
6). The increase in fiber realignment and elongation likely
presents a mechanism by which the much weaker neurons reorient
and deform (Fig. 4) since they are adherently embedded in the surrounding fibers matrix [38,69,70].
Under the testing conditions used in this study, both neuronal
orientation and collagen fiber realignment were sensitive to the
loading rate, with the greatest degree of reorientation of neurons
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Neuronal AR and orientation toward the loading direction depend on NCC displacement and loading rate. (a) Significant correlations are detected between normalized cell AR and
MPS for both 0.5 mm/s (*p < 0.0001) and 3.5 mm/s (#p < 0.0001)
rates of distraction. (b) Cell orientation angle (a) is measured as
the angle between cell’s long-axis (dotted line) and the direction
of applied tension (arrow). (c) Distributions of cell orientation
angles show that cell orientation angle is significantly smaller
(p 5 0.004) at the slow distraction rate (0.5 mm/s) than at the fast
rate (3.5 mm/s).

and collagen fibers toward the loading direction observed at the
0.5 mm/s rate (Figs. 4 and 5). This finding implies that slowly
applied tissue tension enables microstructural changes of the collagen matrix that lead to more and greater changes in the microenvironment of neurons, which is not evident for similar bulk
strains applied more quickly. Regardless of the macrolevel loading conditions, collagen fiber orientations within the same NCC
element were spatially varied, as were the heterogeneous strains
in the local collagen networks (Figs. 5 and 6). These observations,
together with varied pERK production across neurons in the same
NCC element (Fig. 2), suggest that even simple bulk tissue loading, like uniaxial tension, induces complicated mechanotransduction signaling in the cells embedded in fibrous tissues.
Only strains above the supraphysiologic threshold induced activation of neurons embedded in this collagenous network (Figs. 2
and 3). Behavioral hypersensitivity (i.e., pain) in the rat has been
shown to be significantly correlated with the imposed FCL strain
[71]; in addition, facet joint tension imposing FCL distraction in
the rat points to a strain threshold of between 8% and 12% for
inducing facet-mediated pain [28]. Complementary studies in the
goat support excessive tensile stretch of the FCL as inducing
persistent afferent activity in low-threshold (10.2 6 4.6%) and
high-threshold neurons (47.2 6 9.6%) [8,10]. Our findings, that
neuronal AR and ERK phosphorylations were also correlated with
the applied strain and that a corresponding strain threshold
(10–12%) for activation of ERK signaling in the NCCs
(Figs. 2–4) was similarly evident, provide additional evidence that
a relevant pain threshold for FCL loading exists between 8% and
12% depending on the rate of loading, activation metric, and/or
pathologic marker of interest. Altered neuronal responses,
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

indicated by significant increases in ERK phosphorylation,
occurred under the same loading conditions as those that induced
substantial changes in collagen fiber orientation and at bulk strains
greater than the physiologic limit (Figs. 2 and 5). Biomechanical
studies using the same QPLI methods with isolated FCLs detect
collagen fiber disorganization at strains that induce pain in vivo
[16,25]. Such collagen fiber realignment may be due to the redistribution of forces among intact fibers after other load-bearing
fibers fail, which has been reported at between 6% and 22% [72].
Indeed, this strain estimate of collagen fiber failure in ligaments is
consistent with the fiber strains predicted by our DFN model at
bulk strains simulating painful loading conditions (Fig. 6). However, this was not tested explicitly since neither of the experimental nor the computational approaches used in the current study
enable measuring, or modeling, fiber failure. Nonetheless, the
integrated collagen fiber kinematics and neuronal responses in the
current study (Figs. 3 and 5) support the notion that microstructural collagen reorganization in the FCL can occur concurrently
with altered neuronal responses at supraphysiologic strains and
may be relevant to the induction of ligament pain [16,25].
The transition from isotropic to anisotropic collagen reorganization with increasing applied bulk strain (Fig. 5) is likely related
to the bending–stretching transition of collagen fibers, which leads
to strain hardening [49]. A characteristic strain hardening response
has been documented with collagen constructs under tension and
shear [73,74]. Indeed, a shift from a compliant to a stiffening
regime has been reported at approximately 10% strain for gels
with a collagen density of 2 mg/ml [74], which is comparable to
the transition point that was evident between the two phases of
fiber realignment in our study (Fig. 5). Collagen networks under
shear exhibit strain hardening that starts around the transition
between collagen fiber bending and stretching, with an energy
cross-over slightly above 10% strain from a bending-dominated
domain to a stretching-dominated domain for both single fibers
and the network [49]. Stiffening of the collagen network may substantially increase the loading exerted on the embedded neurons
even with small increase in the applied bulk strain, leading to persistent changes in neuronal activity after the strain hardening
threshold is exceeded.
In addition to strain magnitude, the applied loading rate also
regulates some, but not all, of the responses of neurons and collagen measured in this study. The greatest degrees of collagen fiber
realignment and cell reorientation that occurred at the slow loading rate (Figs. 4 and 5) may be due to the viscoelastic properties
of the neurons and their surrounding collagen matrix [75–77]. Viscoelasticity may limit fiber rotation and stretch during rapid NCC
stretch because hydrogen bonds between and within the collagen
molecules are less likely to break under rapid loading [78,79].
This resistance to fiber movement and deformation may limit fiber
realignment toward the loading direction more in the NCCs
loaded at 3.5 mm/s than at 0.5 mm/s (Fig. 5). Of note, continuous
fiber reorientation during loading at 3.5 mm/s is not measured in
this study due to limitations with the acquisition rate of the QPLI
data. Since the circular variances measured at 4 mm were not different from each other at both rates nor from the unloaded control
levels (Fig. 5), there is not expected to be different adaptation of
collagen to tension at low magnitudes. Yet, because there was significantly less fiber realignment at 8 mm distraction at the faster
rate loading (Fig. 5), the corresponding transition point for fiber
realignment at 3.5 mm/s is expected to be higher than the threshold at 0.5 mm/s loading rate. Accordingly, that transition point
will also be greater than the strain threshold (10.2%) measured for
ERK phosphorylation at 3.5 mm/s (Fig. 3), suggesting that collagen microstructure and neuronal activation may not parallel each
other in all loading conditions, particularly for higher loading
rates. However, further studies are needed to fully understand
those relationships.
Since the nonlinear properties of collagen and neurons can
induce higher stress and less stress relaxation in tissue undergoing
more rapid stretch [5,77,80], neurons stretched at the fast rate
FEBRUARY 2016, Vol. 138 / 021013-7
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Fig. 5 For the 0.5 mm/s loading rate, fiber realignment exhibits a switchlike response. (a)
Representative collagen fiber alignment maps in two adjacent elements before (reference) and
at maximal distraction (distracted) show different fiber realignment responses depending on
both the distraction magnitude and rate. The direction of the orientation vector indicates the
average fiber alignment direction measured through the NCC thickness and its length represents the alignment strength in that direction. Fiber reorientation toward the loading direction
is apparent by the changes in the length of the orientation vectors and their directions toward
the vertical direction, with the most realignment along the lateral edges (indicated by vertically
orientated vectors). (b) Quantification of the normalized circular variance measures the degree
of fiber realignment in the distracted configuration relative to the unloaded reference and indicates significantly more collagen fiber realignment at 8 mm of distraction at 0.5 mm/s than at
either 4 mm at the same rate (*p 5 0.009) or 8 mm at the higher distraction rate (1p 5 0.040). (c)
The mean circular variance of collagen fiber orientation angles during loading at 0.5 mm/s
exhibits a biphasic response with increasing applied strain (MPS), with a transition point of
11.3% strain estimated. The insets show representative distributions of collagen fiber alignment angles before (0%) and after (16%) evident fiber realignment occurs.

were hypothesized to experience greater loads and to exhibit elevated activity compared to those undergoing slower loading.
However, no difference in pERK production was observed
between the two rates, regardless of the distraction magnitude
(Fig. 2). This may be due to the fact that there is only a sevenfold
difference between the two distraction rates tested in this study,
owing to limitations with the mechanical testing device in reliably
imposing such relatively small displacement. Additional loading
rates at several orders of magnitude higher than those tested here
are needed to meaningfully evaluate the effects of neuronal signaling as a function of loading rate, particularly at rates simulating
traumatic loading, which can reach as high as 500%/s [30].
Considering previous biomechanical and neurophysiological
findings, our results can begin to elucidate possible mechanisms
by which supraphysiologic ligament deformation modulates
responses in the neurons embedded in the collagenous tissue of
that ligament. When the bulk tissue strain remains within the
physiologic limit (8–12%), collagen fibers undergo almost no
realignment but may bend and/or uncrimp to accommodate macroscopic deformation [72,81–83]; during that regime, the fibers
experience small strains that are even lower than the bulk strain
(Figs. 5 and 6). Minimal changes in the collagen fiber alignment
and axial strains can lead to small-to-negligible changes in the
local stresses with increasing tissue strain corresponding to the
initial compliant mechanical response of the collagen network
[49,74]. Neurons may still be loaded during this compliant regime
due to collagen fiber motions and the Poisson effect, but at levels
within their physiologic tolerance. That notion is supported by the
same degree of pERK being evident in NCCs distracted to
021013-8 / Vol. 138, FEBRUARY 2016

simulate nonpainful strains as in the unloaded control samples
(Figs. 2 and 3). When supraphysiologic bulk strains are reached as
in the cases for painful FCL loading [28,71], substantial collagen
fiber realignment toward the loading direction occurs (Figs. 5 and
6), which is likely due to the molecular bonds between collagen
fibers breaking. As some fibers reorient along the loading direction and others remain unaligned, the collagen network sustains
highly inhomogeneous strains, with a few load-bearing fibers sustaining axial strains that exceed the applied bulk strain. These
fibers undergo excessively large local strains along the gel’s loading axis to accommodate the applied macroscopic deformation, as
the fibers oriented off-axis relative to the loading direction sustain
strains that are less than the applied bulk strain. Further, stretching
of those aligned fibers is a potential mechanism by which strain
hardening rapidly increases stress in the collagen network at large
bulk strains [49,74].
Excessive collagen fiber motions and stretch accommodating
the large macroscopic tissue deformation may deform and reorient
the soft neurons embedded in the collagen matrix (Fig. 4) to a
degree exceeding the physiologic range. Fiber forces can be transmitted to compress or stretch neurons via direct contact and/or
cell surface receptors with stress concentrations at the adhesion
sites [25,26,84]. ERK signaling in neurons can occur within 1 min
in response to cellular deformation and/or stress exceeding the
mechanical tolerance of neurons [39–41,44]. Indeed, we measured
pERK immediately after loading, which is at the time point when
ERK phosphorylation is first induced after tissue injury [44]. Activation of ERK signaling can produce persistent changes in neurons, such as increased excitability, altered expression of ion
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 DFN modeling predicts that collagen fiber realignment and fiber strain increase with
bulk strain. (a) The distribution of fiber angle indicates more realignment toward the loading
direction (690 deg) at 16% strain, which is different from the uniform distributions that are
observed at 0% and 7% strain. Plotting the Chi-squared statistic against the applied bulk strain
shows that the fiber angle distribution becomes less uniform with increasing strain above
10%. (b) Visualization of the heterogeneous fiber axial strains during network loading shows
more fibers under large tensile strain as more fibers realign toward the loading direction at
16% bulk strain compared to 0% and 7% strains. (c) Distributions of fiber axial strains show
that most fibers have strains lower than the applied bulk strain and both compressive and tensile fiber strains increase with increasing bulk strain.

channels and neuromodulators, and nociceptive signaling [43–45].
Although significantly less fiber reorientation was generated by
the faster rate (Fig. 5), pERK expression was not different
between the two loading rates tested (Fig. 2), suggesting that
mechanical factors other than collagen fiber kinematics may also
contribute to neuron activation after tissue loading. Elevated stress
that has been reported in ligaments due to increased loading rate
[5] may induce mechanotransduction in neurons under rapidly
applied macroscale tension; indeed ligament stress does correlate
with neuronal responses [85]. To fully understand the mechanisms
underlying neuronal activity in response to different loading conditions, it is necessary to define the relationships between macroand microscale mechanics and neuronal loading and signaling.
Although the integrated experimental and computational models used here enable measurement of neuronal and collagen
responses across length scales, there are several limitations that
prevent fully defining the relationships between tissue mechanics
and neuronal activation. Facet capsular and other ligaments have
varied fiber organization and density in different subregions where
nerves have been identified and across different anatomic ligaments [1,86–89]. The specific anatomy of a ligament can lead to
varied macroscopic and microscopic mechanical responses especially for varied loading directions and under different loading
rates. These complicated macroscale local environments drive different signaling responses in the neurons embedded in those
regions with varied microstructures. Certainly, the effects of fiber
orientation and density could be tested in this system using NCCs
with prescribed collagen alignment and different concentrations to
better understand if the neuronal response to tissue loading is sensitive to the initial fiber alignment and/or density. Using gels with
collagen fibers pre-aligned along the loading direction or even
using nonfibrous substrates, it is possible to explicitly test if the
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering

11% strain threshold for increased ERK phosphorylation determined by the altered collagen fiber kinematics in this study is also
an inherent threshold for neuronal activation.
An additional limitation of the NCC system is the use of cortical neurons, which are taken from the central nervous system,
whereas the ligaments are innervated by peripheral neurons.
Although both cortical neurons and primary sensory neurons have
been reported to sustain similar morphological impairments and
altered electrophysiological manifestations in response to stretch
injury [7,10,38,90–92], they are functionally different and have
different extracellular environments in vivo. Those local environments can alter their postinjury cellular cascades, which can
induce distinct inflammatory responses and regenerative capacity
after mechanical stimulation [93,94]. Future work using dorsal
root ganglion neurons seeded in the NCC system would better simulate the ligament system and provide a platform for probing painrelated neuronal responses in the periphery. An additional shortcoming of this study is the measurement of total pERK expression
and not the neuron-colocalized pERK. Total pERK was assessed
in order to account for the possibility that the plasma membrane
may be disrupted by the applied loading [95] and that pERK might
“leak out” of neurons from their mechanical injury during distraction. Although total pERK and neuron-localized pERK in the NCC
system have been shown to similarly correlate with the applied
MPS [96], differentiating the effects on intracellular and extracellular pERK may provide additional insights in future studies. Further studies directly comparing pERK (and other neuronal
mediators) and collage realignment would provide important
insight about these and other regulatory processes in neurons.
In addition, although fibers have been reported to uncrimp during tensile loading of ligaments in animal and computational studies [72,82], that additional mechanism of fiber deformation was
FEBRUARY 2016, Vol. 138 / 021013-9
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not included in the DFN model, but may affect network strain
stiffening and reorganization responses under loading. The simple
fibrous network model used does not include neurons; this is
adequate for investigating the matrix and fiber mechanics of the
NCCs due to the high compliance and low contractility of neurons. Nonetheless, the incorporation of neuronal morphology and
surface receptors would better represent the in vivo conditions
and enable more explicit measurements of neuronal stresses and
strains under load. However, the 2D DFN model did capture the
important mechanical aspects, including nonaffine stiffening and
bending–stretching transition, of isotropic collagen networks and
predicted a fiber realignment response mimicking the QPLI data
from the 3D NCCs (Figs. 5 and 6). Nevertheless, additional parametric studies are needed to determine the minimum fiber density
required in the network to ensure that quantitative results obtained
from the model are statistically significant.
In summary, this study supports the hypothesis that tissue-level
strains are associated with neuronal responses likely via changes
in the local collagen fiber mechanics. Distraction magnitude and
rate modulate macroscopic mechanics of the NCCs as well as the
degree of collagen fiber realignment, which correspond to altered
neuronal shape, orientation, and pERK production. ERK phosphorylation is only significantly increased at supraphysiologic strains,
under conditions in which collagen fibers exhibit evident realignment toward the loading direction and high axial strains.
Together, these data suggest an association between neuronal activation and the switchlike collagen micromechanical response.
Although additional studies are needed to more fully understand
the associations between the mechanical and sensory functions of
ligaments, this study begins to define important potential relationships between aspects of neuronal activation and tissue mechanics
across length scales. Findings also identify possible aspects of the
mechanotransduction pathways leading to neuronal activation and
dysfunction following excessive ligament loading.
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